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SUMMARY
This report documents a series of comparisons made on the longitudinal
and lateral-directional stability and control characteristics of the baseline
040A Space Shuttle Orbiter. configuration. The data used for the
comparisons were obtained from five wind tunnel tests conducted in four
different wind tunnel facilities. The media for comparison were the aero-
dynamic slope values plotted as a function of Mach number for the different
facilities. The slopes were computed using the SADSAC system and have been
reduced relative to a common reference system. All slope data are presented
in the body-axis system with the exception of CL which is presented in the
°estability axis system.
Data used for the comparison were selected based on a common baseline
configuration. Identical configurations were available in all cases except
MSFC 551 where an off-baseline vertical tail was tested. This is discussed
later in the Configurations Investigated section. Some of the factors con-
sidered in comparing the various data were balance operating ranges and
sensitivities, Reynolds number differences, scaling effects and control
deflection accuracies. With these factors under consideration the overall
comparison is excellent with the exception of Cy and Cn where Ames 6 x 6 ft
0a 0a
and MSFC-14 in. data differ substantially. It is believed that this could




is apparently not affected. This theory is discussed later in the report.
The tests and test dates used in this comparison were:
MSFC 510 - 22 October - 1 November, 1971
MSFC 551 - 24-25 July, 1972
JPL 20-681 - 29 November - 10 December, 1971
ARC 66-605 - 29 November - 17 December, 1971
LaRC LTPT 85 - 29 November - 10 December, 1971
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Angle of attack, angle between the projection of
the wind Xwaxis on the body X-Z plane and body
X-axis, degrees
Sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw
axis and the projection of· this on the body
X-Z plane, degrees
Mach number, speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere divided by local speed of sound
2dynamic pressure,pV /2 psi
psf
Air density, kg/m3 , slugs/ft3
Speed of vehicle relative to surrounding atmosphere,
m/sec, ft/sec
Reynolds number per unit length, million/ft
Force, F, lbs
Moment, M, in-Ibs
Left split rudder surface deflection angle, degrees,
positive deflection, trailing edge to the left
Right split rudder surface deflection angle, degrees,
·positive defection, trailing edge to the left
Asymmetrical split rudder deflection for directional
control (orL + orR)/2, degrees
Left elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down, degrees
Right elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down, degrees
Total aileron deflection angle in degrees,
(oeL - oeR)/2
Total el~vator deflection angle in degrees,
(oeL + oeR)/2
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NOMENCLATURE















Reference area, m2, ft 2
Reference length, m, ft, in.
Wing span for reference span, m, ft, in.
Center of gravity
Abbreviation for moment reference point
Abbreviation for moment reference point on X-ax~s
Abbreviation for moment reference point on Y-axis
Abbreviation for moment reference point on Z-axis
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Pitching moment coefficient, My/qS£ref
Side force coefficient, Fy/qS
Stability Axis System
Lift force coefficient FLiqS
Drag force coefficient, FnlqS
Yawing moment coefficient, MZ,s/qSbref








Derivative of pitching moment coefficient with
respect to alpha (alpha = 0 to 50), per degree
Derivative of yawing moment coefficient with
respect to beta (beta = ~5°) per degree, body
axis system.
Derivative of rolling moment coefficient with
respect to beta (beta = +5 ) per degree, body
axis system. -
Derivative of side force coefficient with respect
to beta (beta = ~5°) per degree, body axis system
Incremental yawing moment due to rudder deflection.
Algebraic sum of the yawing moment coefficients of
two runs divided by the algebraic sum of the rudder
deflection, body axis system, per degree
Incremental rolling moment due to rudder deflection.
Algebraic sum of the yawing moment coefficients of
two runs divided by the algebraic sum of rudder









Incremental side force due to rudder deflection.
Algebraic sum of the side force coefficients of
two runs divided by the algebraic sum of the rudder
deflection, body axis system, per degree.
Incremental yawing moment due to aileron deflection.
Algebraic sum of the yawing moment coefficient of
two runs divided by the algebraic sum of the aileron
deflection, stability axis system, per degree.
Incremental rolling moment due to aileron deflection.
Algebraic sum of the rolling moment coefficients of
two runs divided by the algebraic sum of the aileron
deflection, stability axis system, per degree.
Side force due to aileron deflection. Algebraic
sum of the side force coefficients of two runs
divided by the algebraic sum of the aileron
deflection angle of the runs, per degree.
Incremental lift force due to e1evon deflection.
Algebraic sum of the 11ft force coefficients of
two runs divided by the algebraic sum of the
e1evon deflection angle of the runs, stability
axis system, per degree.
Incremental pitching moment due to e1evon deflection.
Algebraic sum of the pitching moment coefficients of
two runs divided by the algebraic sum of the
e1evon deflection angle of the runs, body axis system,
per degree.
Derivative of normal force coefficient with respect
to alpha (alpha = 0 to 50), per degree.
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INTRODUCTION
The Phase-B Space Shuttle Study has offered a unique opportunity for
aerodynamicists involved in configuration development. Similar models of vari-
ous scale sizes were tested in different wind tunnels and the data stored for
retrieval and analysis in a common data management system. These circumstances
allowed engineers to consider the relative merits of various testing techniques
in configuration development. In particular, Marshall Space Flight Center
has evaluated the feasibili~y of testing relatively ~mall scaled models of
various Space Shuttle orbiter and booster configurations in the MSFC 14-inch
TWT over large angle of attack ranges. This report compares data obtained on
----.
the 040A orbiter in the 14-inch TWT with that obtained at three other'
facilities. A similar comparison was made with data on the Grumman H-33 orbiter
where a sufficient amount of data was available to conclude that comparisons
between vastly different facilities were excellent (Ref. 8). Similar results
were obtained for the 040A and further demonstrates the feasibility of using
various model sizes and wind tunnel facilities to accomplish configuration
development in an economical fashion. In order to gain an appreciation for the
data comparison accuracies, the configuration is discussed, data reduction
details presented, balance operating ranges and nominal loads tabulated and
Reynolds number comparisons are made.
6
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CONFIGURATION INVESTIGATED
All of the data used for this comparison were taken from identical con-
figurations with the exception of that from MSFC 551 where the Vg vertical
tail was used instead of the baseline VI' The VI tail on the .006-scale
model tested at MSFC 14 x 14" TWT was reduced from a 12% airfoil to an 8%
airfoil during MSFC 528 and redesignated Vg. Therefore a VI tail was not
available for MSFC 551 and the test was conducted employing Vg • It is felt
that this reduction in airfoil size has minimal effect on the characteristics
studied in this comparison and therefore not considered a factor in any
apparent discrepancies.
The co~ponents making up the 040A configuration are as follows.
Basic fuselage of the 040A SSV orbiter configuration
Basic canopy
Manipulator arm dorsal housing
Basic orbital maneuvering system (OMS) pod - one on each side of the
aft body at F.S. 1308.5
PI - Basic attitude control propulsion system (ACPS) pods - one on the
vertical tail and one on each wing tip
VI - Basic vertical fin of the 040A configuration
Vg - Same as VI but with 12% airfoil reduced to 8%
WI - Basic 040A delta wing.
A complete description of each of these components may be found in the Model
Component Description Sheets.
None of the tests employed fixed transition to promote boundary layer
tripping. MSFC 510 employed transition strips for two data runs and found that
the resulting axial force increment was not large enough to account for an
increase in viscous drag due to transition to turbulent flow so further use
of fixed transition became unnecessary (Ref. 4).
7
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DATA REDUCTION
With the exception of CL aTl data used in the comparison were reduced
°e
along and about a set of body axes originating at the moment reference center
. located at F.S. 1067.9 t W.L. 400 and B.L. 0 (full-scale location). The data
were reduced to coefficient form u~ing the following full-scale reference
dimensions:









C.G. l = 867.9 in.oc measured from the nose of the orbiter
The following table lists the five tests t the balances used and the
above constants in model scale.
MODEL Sref Jl,ref bref C. G. LOCATION
TEST BALANCE SCALE (in. 2) (in. ) (in. ) (in. from nose)
MSFC 510 MSFC 11232 .006 16.370 3.657 5.292 5.2074
MSFC 551 MSFC 11200 .006 16.370 3.657 5.292 5.2074
JPL 20-681 JPL SGB6-3 .0075 25.556 4.572 6.615 6.50925
ARC 6x6 605 AMES Task MK II .0015 102.222 9.144 13.230 13.0185
LaRC LTPT 85 LaRC 11832C .0019 164.0099 11.5824 16.758 16.4901
8
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BALANCE INFORMATION
Representative model loads and balance capacities for each test are
presented in Table I. The representative load is the maximum absolute value
the balance recorded for each force or moment during any run used in the com-
parisons over the angle-of-attack range 0 to 15 degrees and angle-of-sideslip
range -4 to +4 degrees. As the data presented in Table I indicates, the
maximum measured loads and moments for some tests represent a small percentage
of balance capacity. The bulk of the data used in these comparisons were
obtained at less than maximum balance capability and could explain some minor
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SCALED REYNOLDS NUMBER COMPARISONS .
Presented in Figure 2 are the Reynolds n~bers based on model
length. There is a relatively large Reynolds number difference between ARC
6x6 605 and the two Marshall tests, MSFC 510 and 551 at subsonic Mach numbers.
Previous Phase B Reynolds number studies at ARC and LaRC have shown the impor-
tance of matching Reynolds number. (Refs. 4 and 6). Although the major effect
of Reynolds number occurs in drag, stability can be effected when separated
flow occurs.
11
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DATA COMPARISON DISCUSSION
The longitudinal and lateral directional stability and control charac-
teristics are compared mainly among three different facilities. These were
MSFC l4-inch TWT, ARC 6x6 ft SWT and JPL 20-inch SWT. Longitudinal sta~ility
was also compared at a fourth facility, LaRC LTPT, but because of a lack of
usable data and its low operational Mach number no other direct comparisons were
available. A sufficient data base existed on the 040A to allow a good compar-
ison of longitudinal and lateral directional stability and control characteris-
tics. However, the control characteristics were limited in that no comparable
rudder deflection data was available.
In general, the comparison among the facilities is very good. Longitudinal
directional stability (Fig. 3) and the elevon deflection derivatives (Fig. 6)
show excellent agreement and are well within the limits of experimental
accuracy. This takes into account balance sensitivities, balance operating
ranges, Reynolds number variations and model design, construction and control
surface deflection accuracies. The lateral directional stability derivatives
(Fig. 4) reflect excellent subsonic agreement but show some scatter in the
higher Mach range; particularly in the low transonic region. There appears to
be a near-constant shift in the values of the derivatives from the three facil-
ities relative to each other while their general trends remain nearly identical.
This is especially prominent in the side force derivative where the relative
shifts are on the order of +10% of the values obtained from the MSFC l4-inch
TWT. In order to make an attempt to explain this phenomenon more data would
have to be obtained from the other two facilities in overlapping Mach ranges,
smaller Mach intervals and particularly in the region of critical activity
around Mach 1.2.
The aileron deflection derivatives presented in Figure 5 compare the
least-favorably of any in this study. It should be noted, however, that this
applies only to the comparison of transonic data from ARC 66-605 with that from
MSFC 551. The comparison of data at Mach 2.0 and above taken from JPL 20-681
12
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and MSFC 551 is excellent. The discrepancies in the aileron deflection
derivatives are primarily limited to Cy and Cn • Ct c compares much moreca ca a
favorably which suggests that the cause of these discrepancies could perhaps
be due to a difference in induced drag on the OMS and ACPS pods. Small
differences in the induced drag on the ACPS pods located on the wing tips could
produce a sizable difference in C and consequently Cn due to the length ofn . c
a
the moment arm. These differences could result from minor construction errors,
surface roughness or, in the case of the OMS pods, different locations of the
impinging shock in subsonic and low transonic flow. This latter theory appears
to be supported by the fact that much of.the data compares much more closely
once the flow goes completely supersonic and the shock flattens to a more
stable swept position or is blown off altogether. In any case, Ctc is the
a
significant control derivative of the three and since its comparison appears
quite good at all Mach numbers the overall comparison is felt to be well within
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FIGURE 5 AILERON POWER DERIVATIVES, DELTA AILRON=10 DEG, ELEVTR=O
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FIGURE 6 ELEVATOR POWER DERIVATIVES, DELTA ELEVTR=-20 DEG. AILRON=O
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APPENDIX
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Table III.
MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION SHEETS
A-2
Table III. MSFC 510
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B1 with canopy, Cl; BlA without canopy
GE NERAL DESCRI PTI ON: _0_4_0A_0_r_b~it_e_r_Bo_d~y _






























Table III. (Continued) MSFC 510
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - OMS ENGINE POD, M1






























Table III. (Continued) MSFC 510
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Acre ENGINE POD, P1






























VERTICAL FIN, VI and VlA;
MSFC 510
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 040A Orbiter Vertical Fin. Both leading_ and trailing edges are
swept. VIA same as VI except less ACPS Eniine Pod.
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS:






























Fus. Stat of .. 25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC









































Fus. Stat of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC





· Table III. (Continued) MSFC·510
MODEL COMPONENT: .....::.;;RU=D=D=ER::.:.- _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
A-7
Table III. (Continued) MSFC 510
MODEL COMPONENT: _WI=N:.;;;.G.z-.• ..;,;Wl~ _

















NACA 0008-64 NACA 0008-64
NACA 0008-64 NACA 0008-64

























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent) (y = 441)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
























Table III. (Continued) MSFC 510
MODEL COMPONENT: Boundary Layer Transition Strip - Z
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Strip of carborundum grit located on model to initiate

















Table III. .( Continued) JPL 20-681
MODE L COMPONENT: _B;;;..O;;;..D;;;..Y.:..----:B.,l _
GE NERAL DESCRI PTI ON:
DRAWING NUMBER MSC 040A 9/24/71, 518 MOD 1401, 1405
.7510
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
INCHES \
Length 1, 312. 0 9.862
MaK Width 204.0 1. 530
Max Depth 238.0 1.785
Fineness Ratio
Area










MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL TAlL - VI



















Sweep Back Angles, degrees ·0
Leading Edge 45
Trailing Edge 15°
0.25 Element Line ,0.5 ELement line 39.23e• 32.350
Chords:
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
. Tip~ (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC




























Ratio movable surface chordi
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord





















Table III. (Continued) JPL 20-681










NACA 0008-64 NACA 0008-64






] 33· 3 9997

















Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge
Trail i ng Edge
0.25 Element Line,0.5 Element Line
Chords:
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC















Table III. (Continued) JPL 20-681
MODEL COMPONENT: W1 - Elevon
-----------------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
NOTE: The following dimensions are representative of each of
the two elevons.















At Inbld equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge
Tai 1i ng Edge
Hingeline








Table III. (Continued) ARC 6:x6 605
MODE L COMPONENT: _B_O_D_Y__- B1=-- _





























MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - ,Canopy Cl
ARC 605
GE NERAL DESCRI PTI ON: Bubble typ,e MSC 040A Observation Canopy
A-17
Table III. (Continued) ARC 605























Table III. (Continued) ARC 605
MODEL COMPONENT: ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM (OMS) Ml




















Table III. (Continued) ARC 605
MODEL COMPONENT: Attitude Control Propulsion System (ACPS) Pl








Pv - If on vertical fin

















ARC 605Table III. (Continued)
aEl COKPONENT: Vertical Fin, Vl
----..;.-._._-----------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic 040A Delta Wing Orbiter centerline ve~tica1 tai.l.
















Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge
Trailing Edge
0.25 E101lent Line, .5 Line
Chords:
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
HAC
Fus. St~. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
\'I.P. of .25 MAC

























Tab1e II 1. (Conti nued) ARC 605
MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDEH, Rl-_---:~...;..,-.---------------







Inbld equivalent chord, in
Outbid equivalent chord, in
Ratio movable surface chord/
tota.l surface chord.
At Inbld equiv. chord
A~ Outbid equiv. chord












Table III. (Continued) ARC 605
Wing WIIfI)DEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DEseRIPTION: .-;;.Ba;.;.s;.;;i;.;;c_0;..40;.:.;,;A....;D;;..;e;.;;:1;.;;.ta~W;.;;.i~ngoi:." ':--.;.;Tr;.:a:;:;i.;:;l~in~g~ed~g;,:;e~d::':.:·h::;e~d;;.:::-c.::,;-;..· .:-_7..!..0...., _














































Aerodynami c Tw1st, degrees
Toe-In Angle
Cant Angle
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge
Trail in9 Edge
0.25 Elanent Line, ·5 Line
Chords:
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Ste. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













FU5. Stl. of .25 MAC
U.P. of .25 MAC
















Tab1e II 1. (Conti nued) ARC 605
MODEL COMPONENT: _--.;;.ELE~'N..;:.ON~,~el~ _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ConGtant chord elevon located on bUGle 040A Wing Wl.




Span (equivalent) , in.
lnbld equivalent chord, in
OutbId equivalent chord, in
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inbld equ1v. chord
At OutbId equiv. chord




















Rev. (A) 9 ~ov 11
Table III. (Continued) LTPT 85




















































Aerodynami c T\'11 s t, deg"rees
ioe-In Angle
Cant Angle
Sweep Back ~ngles, degrees




Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
HAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 HJ\C'













Fus. Stu. of .25 l'!i\C
W.P. of .25 NAC










































Table III. (Continued) LTPT 85
PrR-69
Rev. (A) 9 Nov 71
MODEL COf1PONENT: Wl -- E1evan-~-.;;;.-..,;;;...;...;;.;.;------------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
NOTE: The following dimensions are repyoesentative of each of
the b/o e1evans•
DRAWl NG Nur~BER: MSC 040A 9/24/71
l.~
DIMENSIONS: FUll-SCALE HODEL SCALE
-INCHES Inches
Area 32,784.0 11.835
Span (equivalent) 278.0 5.282
Inbld equivalent chord 118.0 2.242
Outbid equivalent chord 118.0 2.242
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inbld equiv. chord •..l§.6 .166
At OutbId equiv. chord .516 .516
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
•
leading Edge
Tailing Edge 0° 0°
Hinge1ine 0° 0°
Area 110ment (Normal to hinge line)
A-27 .
. PI'R-69
Rev.(A) 9 Nov 71
,..
Table III. (Continued) LTPT 85
/·:OOEl CO:1PO:IWT: VE R_T_IC~A~L_T:.:..A:..:.I;;:,.L _-_V..;..l:...---'- -:... _



















AerodynClmi c T~1i s t, deg rees
. Toe-In Angle
Cant P.ngle
Sweep Sack Angles, ~cgrces
Leading Edge
. Trai 1i ng Edge
. 0.25 Element Line,
Chords:
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC I
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 HAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
H.P. of .25 :·I.:'C























Rev. (A) 9 Nov n
Table III: (Continued)
\ MODEL Cor1PONENT: V1 - RUDDER----~-----------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:




Inbld equivalent chord (\~L =' 500)
OutbId equivalent chord (WL =745)
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd cquiv. chord
At OutbId equiv. chord
























.NORTHROP SERVICES, INC. _
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTIONS
A-30
The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a· controllable diffuser~ The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40oF dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit dri '/l:n
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel· flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
o o·that provides a total angle of attack range of 20 (.:tlO). Sting offsets are
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 900 •
A-31
JPL 20-IN. SUPERSONIC WIND TUIWEL
The 20 inch supersonic wind tunnel at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, California, is of the continuous-flow, variable density type. The
Mach number range can be varied from 1.3 to 5.0 with corresponding earth
pressure altitude simulation from 15,000 to 180,000 feet.
The geometric test section is nominally 20 inches high by 18 inches wide.
A model can be pitched or rolled remotely with sector travel limited to 400 •
Sideslip data can be obtained using the pitch-roll capability. Types of tests
which can be run in this tunnel include internal strain gage balance, free
flight, pressure (up to 120 ports), temperature (up to 150 thermocouples) and
various types of flow visualization (including Schlieren) tests.
Data reduction is off-line with on-line monitoring of the raw data. Final
coefficient data as well as plots can be obtained normally within several days.
A-32
NASA/AME3 6x6 Fr. SUPERSONIC WIND WNNEL
The NASA-Ames Research Center 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel is
located at Moffett Field, California; it is a closed-circuit, variable pressure
facility. The test section has a slotted floor and ceiling, allowing for
continuous operation from Mach number 0.25 to 2.30 at stagnation pressures from
; 0.3 to 1.0 atmosphere for stagnation temperature of 560~. These conditions
allow Reynolds number variation from 1 - 5 x 106/foot and a dynamic pressure
range from 200-1000 lbs/ft2•
A-33·
NASA/LaRC LOW TURBULENCE PRESSURE TlmNEL
The NASA Langley Research Center Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel (LTPT)
is a variable-pressure, single return facility with a closed test section 3.5
feet wide and 7 feet high. This facility can be operated at a Reynolds number
6 6






T EST MSFC TWT 510
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
.6 s.o &8.9 x 106 4.4 & 7.'1 8G - 101
.8 6.0 6.'1 G8 - 102
.9 6.~ 7.4 G8 - 102
1.0 6.5 8.1 98 - 102
1.2 6.8 G.2 GS - GG
1.46 7.5 10.8 ·96 - 100
1.96. 7.1 10.3 99 - 103
2.74 6.0 7.5 98 - 104
3.48 7.0 6.9 98 - 104
4.96 5.4 3.1 98 - 104
I




















T EST MSFC TWT 551
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per f~~~t.1ength (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
.6 4.85 x 106 4.286 100
.8 5.8 6.465 100
.9 6.15 7.399 100
1.0 6.4 8.168 100
1.2 6.6 q.l~q 100
1.g6 7.0 10.99~ 1~l)
2.74 6.~ 8. "ill ,b.n
3.48 6.4 6.870 140










PM 185 in. lb.
YM 160 in. lb.















T EST JPL WT 20-681
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
RUNS 2 7
2.01 .358 x 106/in. 6.30 92
REST bF RUNS
2.01 .303 5.83 q2
2.42 • ~26 c).2~ qO
3.03 .326 4.32 85
~.q8 .313 3.03 100





















T EST ARC 66-605
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit) I
'0.6 4.0 x lOb1ft 3.54 :::: 800
0.9 3.3 x 1061ft ~.96
1.2 3.3 x 106/ft 4.50
1.5 3.3 x 10b/ft 4.86


























T EST LRC LTPr TEST 85
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.18 2.1 x 106 81 (PSF) 50
0.25 4.3 221 58
0.24 5.l) 278 6'1
.0.26 6.s ~51 67
0.25 8.3 437 73
0.25 10.4 547 75
0.24 11.4 592 78
0.24 11.9 630 85
0.22 13.9 670 84
BALANCE UTILIZED:
CAPACITY :
LaRC # 832C .
ACCURACY:
COEFFICIENT
TOLERANCE:
NF
SF
AF
PM
YM
RM
COMMENTS:
1000 lb.
250 lb.
85 lb.
A-40
NASA-MSF ~MAF'
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